Pyramidal neuron loss is matched by ghost tangle increase in Guam parkinsonism-dementia hippocampus.
The parkinsonism dementia complex of Guam (bodig disease) is characterized by severe neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) development without the senile plaques which characterize Alzheimer's disease. Here we analyze eight cases of bodig and three control cases from Guam, for the numbers of unaffected pyramidal neurons, intracellular NFTs (iNFTs), and extracellular NFTs (eNFTs) in hippocampal sectors CA1 and CA4. We utilized Alz50 immunostaining to identify iNFTs, amyloid P immunostaining to identify eNFTs, and cresyl violet staining to identify the surviving pyramidal neurons. We developed a modification of the Bielschowsky silver staining method which distinguished iNFTs from eNFTs and found the numbers of iNFTs and eNFTs identified by this method to be comparable to those obtained by immunohistochemical staining. In CA4, the combined total of unaffected pyramidal neurons, iNFTs and eNFTs was found to be remarkably constant in all the cases studied. The density of eNFTs correlated significantly and negatively with the density of surviving neurons, which included unaffected neurons and iNFTs. CA1 was more intensely affected than CA4. The combined total of unaffected pyramidal neurons, iNFTs and eNFTs was still relatively constant, although greater variability was recorded. Our results suggest that loss of pyramidal neurons is proportional to the appearance of eNFTs. The eNFTs accumulate, without evidence of disappearance through phagocytosis.